
Former St Regis Paper Mill, 
Mill Lane, Taplow

Berkeley Boatyard, National  
Grid Offices and Car Park

Employment and Leisure

Along the Thames Riverside the existing 
businesses will be retained, with further 
new offices and parking provided on part 
of the former National Grid site.

The proposed public car park will provide 
parking for the restaurant and visitors to  
the site for recreational purposes.

The existing boatyard will be refurbished 
with a new office and facilities improved 
for the benefit of its users.

This delivers a more sustainable and 
diverse range of uses on the site.
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4  View from the meadow towards Riverside housing

3  Riverside Elevation
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Jubilee  
Riverside Houses

5  3D view of Jubilee Riverside houses

Precedent – Boathouse Example House Elevation

Street Elevation

Site Plan

Jubilee Houses

In keeping with the waterfront theme we 
are proposing 49 new Townhouses and 
12 apartments on this area of the site, 
maximising enjoyment of the Jubilee River.

The mix on this part of the site will 
range from 1 bedroom apartments to 
4 bedroom homes.
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Jubilee Square

6  View of the Square

Site Plan

Centre of the site

At the centre of the site a new square 
creates a focus for the development.  
Next to the old paper mill this square will 
incorporate public art that celebrates  
the former use of the site.

This will help to create a sustainable 
community by providing a strong identity 
at the heart, firmly rooted in the historic 
and cultural heritage of the site.

The introduction of the modern 
interpretation of the waterwheel is to 
build on the heritage of the site whilst 
bringing together the northern and 
southern part of the site in a central, 
pedestrian-friendly square.

Vehicular access will be blocked either side 
of the square with access for emergency 
vehicles only.


